WHW Job Seeker Jesse never thought she would end up living in a shelter, starting all over again and looking for a job, but that is exactly what happened. Jesse was originally referred to WHW for professional apparel because she had nothing to wear to an interview. But when WHW found out that Jesse had no way to get to WHW, she was signed up for WHW Transportation Services as well. At the WHW Welcome Orientation, Jesse learned about the many services and resources WHW offered to Job Seekers besides apparel and quickly registered for several Employment Readiness Workshops and Computer Training Classes. The best part was that all of the services were offered at no charge and WHW provided her with the transportation she needed.

At WHW Jesse learned how to develop an impressive resume, brushed up on her computer skills and learned new ones. But Jesse shared that the workshop that really made the difference in her job search was “Mastering the Interview.” In that workshop Jesse learned how to confidently interact with potential employers and how to answer tough interview questions.

For five months Jesse took advantage of all the resources WHW had to offer, continuing to tweak her resume and interviewing skills and taking all the computer classes she could. And then Jesse got some great news. She got the job! Today Jesse is employed as a Technical Writer, enjoying her new life, a new place to live and a brand new car! Jesse shared that it was hard work, but well worth it because now she is on the road to success!